
Polyend introducing Polyend Tracker Mini

The highly-acclaimed Tracker has evolved. Tracker Mini is a portable standalone audio workstation
with eight tracks to sequence stereo audio and MIDI, audio-over-USB functionality, a built-in
battery and microphone, gamepad quality buttons and a host of sampling and sound design
tools. With an improved user interface, more memory, stereo sampling, and performance
enhancements, we made it even more powerful. Mini is only small in size.

Mini is only small in size
Building on the success of the original Tracker, the Polyend Tracker Mini is packed with features
that make it an ideal companion for music producers on the go. The Mini is smaller, lighter, and
more powerful than its predecessor.

New features include stereo sample playback, audio over USB, a high-quality onboard
microphone, and an onboard battery. The Mini also features lower latency and a faster CPU.
Polyend listened to feedback from users of the original Tracker and incorporated popular feature
requests into the Mini, including upgraded headroom, easier project management, and a refined
signal path for more transparent audio playback, making it the perfect tool for live performances
and impromptu jam sessions.

According to Piotr Raczynski, CEO of Polyend, "The Polyend Tracker Mini is the portable
instrument that I've been dreaming of for years. I've been using trackers since I was eleven, and
I've always thought the interface was perfect as a travel companion. Before the original tracker was
created, we started developing the platform as a portable battery-powered unit. Part delays and
sourcing issues made us switch gears, so we built the original tracker in desktop format. The
original Tracker was received so well that we extended development time and upgraded the Mini.



Now we have a portable tracker that is more powerful with a lot of room for us to continue to
develop the tracker and add new features well into the future.”

Despite its advanced features, the Polyend Tracker Mini is easy to use and suitable for both
experienced and novice music producers. Whether you're familiar with the original Tracker or new
to the Polyend ecosystem, you'll find that the Tracker Mini's workflow is easy to pick up, allowing
you to get creative in no time.

Tech specs
Ins & Outs

Stereo Line In
Stereo Line/Headphones Out
MIDI In
MIDI Out
USB-C

In the box
Polyend Tracker Mini Hard case
Polyend Tracker Mini Essential References book
USB‑A power adapter
USB-C cable (2 m)
Stereo 3.5 mm to 2x Mono 6.3 mm adapter
Minijack to MIDI DIN adapter (Type B)
16 GB MicroSD Card
MicroSD to USB-A Adapter

Size and Weight
Height (w/buttons): 0.82 inches (2.1 cm)
Width: 6.70 inches (17 cm)
Depth: 5.12 inches (13 cm)
Weight: device: 0.77 lbs, incl. hard case: 1.34 lbs
(device: 350 g, incl. hard case: 606 g

Price and availability
The Polyend Tracker Mini is available for pre-order now directly from Polyend Online Store, with
orders shipping July 12, 2023. The Tracker Mini is available exclusively at Polyend Online Store in
the EU and at select dealers worldwide. To learn more about the differences between the Tracker
and the Tracker Mini, visit Polyend Tracker Mini Website.

Tracker Mini will be sold directly through the worldwide Polyend Online Store. Online orders are
entitled to: free world-wide shipping and 45-days try at home. Details are available on the website:
https://polyend.com/free_shipping/. For North American and UK Customers it will be available in
authorized Polyend resellers.

Customers began pre-ordering Polyend Tracker Mini on 12th of April 2023 through the
worldwide Polyend Online Store. These pre-orders are exclusively entitled to: free world-wide
shipping and 45-days try at home. Details are available on website:
https://polyend.com/free_shipping/

Meet with the Polyend Team during upcoming events on:

NAMM Show, 13-15th of April 2023, Anaheim Convention Center, CA, booth: 10306
Superbooth, 11-13th of May, FEZ-Berlin, booth: W320
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Get more information about Polyend Tracker Mini
Press-kit with hi-res pictures Link

Website Polyend

Social media Youtube, Facebook, Instagram

Community Backstage

Press Contact:
hello@polyend.com
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